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Abstract 
Flat left-handed metamaterial (LHM) lens has shown great potentials for superficial tumor hyperthermia. However, in 
clinic, superficial tumors usually occur in cylindrical tissue. For such superficial tumors, cylindrical LHM lens could be 
more comfortable. In this paper, we proposed a new hyperthermia scheme with a cylindrical LHM lens. And by numerical 
simulations, it is proved that it is feasible and profitable to using this scheme to treat superficial tumors. 
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1. Introduction 
It is well known that Left-handed metamaterial(LHM) is one kind of artificial material that can get a 
permittivity (e) and a permeability both negative simultaneously. Due to its special electromagnetic properties, 
LHM has attracted much attention since its initial realization. And  because the preparation technology is well 
developed in recent years,  more and more researches are focused on its applications in all kinds of fields, 
including target detection, antenna, microwave transmission, etc.  
Owing to its talent on focusing microwave energy and its unique focusing properties, LHM  has also been 
proved to  have good performance in microwave hyperthermia[1-4]. Although the loss of practical LHM will 
increase the size of focusing spot of a flat LHM lens and destroy Pendry s perfect lens [5], it does not dissolve 
the potential of flat LHM lens in microwave hyperthermia. In fact, not all microwave hyperthermia requires 
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tiny focal spot of microwave. On the contrary, microwave focusing spots of moderate size as observed in 
some experiments [6, 7] are more preferred.
Until now, all the previous microwave hyperthermia schemes are based on flat  LHM lens. However, 
many tumors,  especially superficial tumors,  usually occur in cylindrical tissue, such as neck, leg, etc.
Apparently, For such superficial tumors, cylindrical lens could be more suitable than flat  ones to be adopted 
in heat therapy. On the other hand, it has been validated that cylindrical LHM lens also have the capability to 
obtain a focus at sub wavelength level[8]. And fortunately the focal point also can be easily adjusted by
moving the microwave source. So it is totally possible to  apply  this kind of lens in microwave hyperthermia  
of superficial tumors.
In this paper, we propose a hyperthermia scheme with a cylindrical LHM lens. And the feasibility and 
advantages of this scheme will also be discussed by numerical simulations. The EM filed is calculated by
using finite-difference time-domain (FDTD) method. The temperature distribution is obtained by solving bio-
heat transfer equation (BHE).
2. Hyperthermia Scheme with a Cylindrical LHM Lens 
The hyperthermia scheme a cylindrical LHM lens is shown in Fig.1. To be comparable , in this scheme, 
we use a cylindrical LHM lens of the same thickness d=4 cm as the scheme with a flat LHM lens proposed
in[4]. And several microwave sources ( 1 2 , nS S S , representing antenna phase centers in practice) may be
set behind the cylindrical LHM lens. In the simulation, the circular biological tissue of radius r=5 cm to be 
heated is assumed to be homogeneous, muscle-like tissue covered by a skin layer of 0.2 cm thickness.
Outside the skin layer, water bolus of thickness of 0.5 cm is used to protect the skin from being overheated. 
Table 1. Dielectric Properties of Simulation Model [9].
Material Relative Permittivity Conductivity (S/m)
Skin (wet) 42.85 1.59
Fat 4.39 0.08
Muscle* 53 1.81
Water Bolus 80 0.06
*The muscle parameters are the averages of parameters of muscle with parallel and transverse fiber.
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Fig.1. Hyperthermia Scheme with a cylindrical LHM Lens.
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For demonstration, we use a frequency of 2.45 GHz for superficial hyperthermia. At 2.45 GHz, typical
relative permittivity and conductivity of skin, fat, muscle and water bolus at the operating frequency are listed 
in Table 1.
In the FDTD simulation, the LHM lens is set to have rLHM 80+j1.4×10-3, rLHM 1+ j8.57×10-5, and the 
coupling medium is set to have rm=80 to acquire satisfactory match to the water bolus. To calculate the
temperature distribution in the tissue, the Penns BHE equation [10,11] is solved by using DF method. The
bio-heat parameters involved in the BHE equation are the same as in [11].
The initial temperature of water bolus and tissue (including muscle temperature) is assumed to be 37 °C. 
And the temperature of the blood is kept to be 37 °C as body temperature.
3. Focusing Properties of Cylindrical Lens
In microwave hyperthermia of malignant tumor,  it is the basic requirement that the tumor region can be 
sufficiently heated to achieve enough tumor damage, while the tissue surrounding the tumor can be avoided 
from being overheated. Thus for microwave hyperthermia applicator,  the capacity to control the microwave
energy emitted from source is very important. So before apply the cylindrical LHM lens to heat tumors, it is 
necessary to discuss its focusing properties.
When discuss the focusing properties, we use the same model as depicted in Fig.1 without the tissue. To be 
representative, we deploy a  source at  (z1 x1=0 cm), 2 cm away from the external boundary of lens. 
Fig. 2(a) shows the normalized  field distribution in focusing region inside the lens. The dashed lines in the 
figure depict the inner edge of the lens. 
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Fig.2.  (a)Normalized  field distribution in focusing region, (b)the lateral and (c) longitudinal normalized field distribution at the focusing
point when the source is set at (z1 11.5 cm, x1=0 cm).
And the simulation results indicate that a focal point is obtained at (z1 4.46cm, x1=0 cm), 1.04 cm away
from the inner boundary of lens. Experiential, this focusing depth is appropriate to heat the most superficial
tumors. Certainly, if necessary the focusing position also can be adjusted by moving source or change the
thickness of lens. Fig.2(b) and (c) shows the lateral and longitudinal normalized field distribution at the focal 
point, respectively. From the normalized profiles, the lateral(x-axis) and longitudinal(z-axis) focusing 
resolution of the LHM lens can be defined by measuring the half-power beam width of the lateral and 
longitudinal beam profile. The lateral and longitudinal focusing resolution is measured to be 0.49 cm and 1.4 
cm respectively. 
For comparison, we also made a research on the case while the cylindrical lens is substituted by a flat lens. 
The simulation results indicate that the focusing point is obtained at (z1 4.19cm, x1=0 cm). And the lateral
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and longitudinal focusing resolution is measured to be 0.54 cm and 1.6 cm respectively, which is slightly
degraded comparing to the focusing result of  cylindrical lens. Obviously, considering the focusing
performance, it is possible to apply the cylindrical lens to heat superficial tumors.
4. The Performance of the Proposed Scheme 
To study the hyperthermia performance of the proposed scheme,  typically, we still consider the case when
one source is set to (z1= 11.5 cm, x1=0 cm). Fig. 3 shows the power distribution and temperature distribution
in tissue after 60 minutes heating, while the highest temperature 43 is obtained. 
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Fig.3. (a)The power and (b) temperature distribution in  tissue when one source is set to (z1 x1=0 cm).
From Fig.3, we find that the highest temperature 43 is obtained at (z1 4.38 cm, x1=0 cm), 0.62 cm
below the skin. And a 42°C heating zone(with temperature beyond 42 ) with a size of 0.62cm lateral width
and 0.82cm longitudinal depth in tissue is acquired. Obviously, such a effect heating zone is too small to heat 
those large superficial tumors. So we consider to utilize multiple sources, which have been adopted to flat 
LHM lens applicator in[4],  to meet the requirement of the large tumors.
Fig. 4 depicts the heating performance while two sources are set to (z=-11.5 cm, x=-D/2) and  (z=-11.5 cm, 
x=D/2), respectively. And in this simulation, the sources all have exact amplitude to acquire a highest 
temperature of 43°C in tissue. From Fig.4 we find that the heating zone is enlarged  obviously with the
increasing of D.  For comparison,  the detailed heating zone sizes are listed in Table 2. 
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Fig.4. Temperature distribution in tissue when two sources  with different lateral distance  are set on line z 11.5 c
Obviously, it is possible to use this scheme to heat large tumors, although further investigation need to do
to heat tumors with different sizes and shapes. And significantly, we find that in this scheme while the lateral
distance between two sources have been increased to 3.5 cm,  the heating zone still maintain to a whole. It 
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means the critical source interval for  joint heating discussed in[4] is beyond 3.5 cm, which is significantly 
bigger than  that  of  the  scheme with a flat lens. In other  words,  the size limitation on practical antennas to 
realize joint heating  is extend in this scheme. 
Table 2. Effective heating zones for different D 
Source distance D  (cm) size in x-direction(cm) size in z-direction(cm) 
1 0.7 0.9 
1.5 0.74 0.98 
2 0.86 1.06 
2.5 1.06 1.1 
3 1.7 1.36 
3.5 2.04 1.3 
5. Conclusion 
Superficial hyperthermia with a cylindrical LHM  lens is proposed and studied. The numerical simulation 
results indicates that it is feasible  to use a cylindrical LHM lens to heat superficial tumors. And it is proved 
by using multiple sources and adjusting source distance properly, the tumors with large sizes can also be 
completely heated although further investigation  need to do to heat tumors with different sizes and shapes. 
And owing to bigger critical source interval, the size limitation on practical antennas to realize joint heating  
is extend in this scheme. 
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